January 31, 2018
The following was sent to the KYAE listserv.

New resource! GED High Impact Indicators in Math
Have You Heard?
KYAE Skills U is pleased to announce the addition of a new math goal in EdReady called GEDHII. This goal is connected
to the GED® High Impact Indicators and gives adult learners the opportunity to work on skills to prepare them for the
GED® Ready for Mathematics and GED® Mathematics Exam. The goal includes a short diagnostic exam for students to
complete before accessing the content. For each county, the goal is named with the county name (for example, Adair
County’s goal is named Adair_GEDHII). The goal names are case sensitive. If you have trouble accessing the goal, please
email me at pdcallahan@moreheadstate.edu.
You may not be aware that all programs can also have access to student reports, a helpful tool in entering distance
learning in KAERS, and all instructors have been upgraded to have access to these reports. Instructors will need to
login from the dedicated KYAE Skills U EdReady site (kyae.edready.org).

The Student Data tab will be the right most tab once you log into your account. From this tab, instructors can view
individual student performance data and time spent on assigned goals.
Not yet an EdReady math user? I will be happy to assist! I will need an email with the first name, last name,
work email address, and county(ies) where you teach. Once the account is created, each instructor will receive an email
confirmation with login information and documents with information on how to get started for instructors and
students.
KYAE Skills U now has six math goals available (KYOTE, TABE, GED, GEDHII, StudyPath, and Compass). We are exploring
the creation of goals for Wonderlic and ACT, and also welcome any suggestions you may have.
Lastly, EdReady has just released the RLA version of their program (EdReady English), and KYAE Skills U is in the process
of creating goals that can be used by the field. We hope to have the first set of goals (tied to TABE Levels D and A) by
February 15. If you are interested in the RLA product or have any questions, I will be happy to assist.
Please let me know if you have any questions or need any support with EdReady products.
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